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Basic Research

- Basic research is systematic study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of phenomena and of observable facts without specific applications towards processes or products in mind. It includes all scientific study and experimentation directed toward increasing fundamental knowledge and understanding in those fields of the physical, engineering, environmental, and life sciences related to long-term national security needs. It is farsighted high payoff research that provides the basis for technological progress. Basic research may lead to: (a) subsequent applied research and advanced technology developments in Defense-related technologies, and (b) new and improved military functional capabilities in areas such as communications, detection, tracking, surveillance, propulsion, mobility, guidance and control, navigation, energy conversion, materials and structures, and personnel support. Program elements in this category involve pre-Milestone A efforts.

Why Does DoD fund Basic Research?

- DoD is perpetually, permanently in the capability business
- By choice, DoD’s capabilities depend on technology
- Technology is the fruit of science
- Basic Research produces the new, transcendent ideas
- Threats are multiplying, ramifying
- Science is burgeoning outside the US spawning new technologies
- Technologies move rapidly across borders
- If technology exists, it will be used, first in weapons

*We cannot know when a discovery will become a capability but we know with absolute certainty that without discovery, our capabilities remain static.*
Why Does DoD fund Basic Research?

- Generates discoveries, new knowledge, and improved understanding that is the foundation of future, improved military capabilities.
- Achieves technological superiority and obviates technology imbalances favoring adversaries.
- Prevents technological surprise.
- Educates scientists and engineers in physical science disciplines needed for defense applications.
- Ensures that scientific expertise and engineering rigor supports DoD technical decisions. Given the rate of technical progress in some disciplines, e.g., information technology, continuing efforts are needed simply to remain conversant with state-of-the-field.
- Sustains the human talent and research infrastructure needed for continuing performance of cutting-edge defense programs.
Don't expect Basic Research to solve all problems
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Map S&T Gaps Against Services’ Basic Research Programs

Department-level Basic Research Investment Guidance

Not all joint operational capability gaps will have S&T capability gaps

Not all joint S&T capability gaps will demand basic research investment

Some Service basic research initiatives address enterprise-wide issues
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